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Event Update
by Dora Ammerman

As AP Exams pass and June arrives,
there's a good chance May Jam will be
happening. Though it most likely will
be in June, Mr. Arquiett has confirmed
that there will be a meeting with other
teachers to discuss how it might be
organized due to Covid-19
precautions.

Any groups who would like to sell
food at June Jam need to speak with
their advisors as well as Mr. Arquiett.
Make sure to look up the regulations
for selling food.

Year-EndEvents
May 24th 8:00 am AP Calculus

For Prom 2021, the date has been set
and forms have been sent out. Make
sure to submit them to the main office
by the end of today if you have not
already!

May 25th Tuesday 8:00 am AP
Chemistry
May 25th Tuesday 11:30 am AP
Statistics
May 26th Wednesday 11:30 am AP
English Language
May 27th Thursday 11:30 am AP
Biology
May 28th Friday No school
June 1st Monday JUNE JAM?
June 5th Friday Prom
June 14 & 15 Final Days
June 18th Friday No school
June 25th 7:00 pm Friday Graduation

News
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Softball isRolling
By Ella Kenyon

Hamilton Softball has proven to be
dominant across the CSC division IV
so far. With a record of 7-1 in regular
play and 2-1 in their league, they are
ranked number one in their division.
With six of their last seven games
with victory?s by at least eleven runs,
the girls have established themselves
both on the offensive and defensive
end.
In their game on Friday, (5/14) the
team faced Old Forge with a current
record of 0-1. The Knights came out
strong offensively, with junior
Kyleigh Pearson tallying 4 RBIs and
seniors Kerrigan Kelly and Lauren
Rodreguiez adding 3, and 6 RBIs,
respectively. Jenna Rogers picked up
the win in the circle, with a complete
shutout and only allowing 2 hits total. The final score was 18-0.

team is looking to rally.
Contrary to every other sports season
this year, there will be sectionals and
further play for both the softball and
baseball teams. With 5 more games
left in the regular season, the onedefeated team looks to keep their
streak and come into sectionals
strong.
The schedule of the next 5 games are Madison Rodreguiez (senior) tagging a player
out at 2nd
as follows:
5/21- Home vs. Madison
5/24- Home vs. Morrisville-Eaton
5/26- Away @ Town of Webb
5/28- Away @ Mount Markham
6/2- Home vs. Poland
Emma Basher (senior) pitching a strike

On Saturday, (5/15) the knights
clenched another victory with a score
of 15-0. Defeating SherburneEarlville, who?s current record is 0-3.
The girls brought out the bats again,
with 2 huge home runs from Lauren
Rodreguiez and Kerrigan Kelly.
Lindsey Speer, Kyleigh Pearson,
Emily Neuenschwander, Stephanie
Bernard, and Madison Rodriguez, all
combined for a total of 8 RBIs.
Emma Basher pitched yet another
shutout for the knights, allowing only
1 hit.
The team now looks toward their
next opponent Poland, whose record
is 1-2 so far. In their last five matchups the knights have fallen to the tornadoes, but with Knights offensive
power and defensive stability, the

Kerrigan Kelly (senior) after hitting a home run
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CovidVaccine: FAQs
andGeneral Info
By Ben Pollock

A return to normalcy is just around
the corner, but without widespread
vaccinations we?ll never get to that
point. Vaccine hesitancy has been a
huge issue amongst Americans, despite countless clinical trials proving
all of the vaccines to be overwhelmingly safe. In order to help
sway individuals who are currently
hesitant to receive the vaccine, I
will include answers to some frequently asked questions in addition
to some general information that is
relevant to our community.
FAQ
Who Can Get The Vaccine?
The Pfizer vaccine has now been
approved for everyone ages 12 and
up, while the Moderna and Johnson
and Johnson vaccines are only for
those ages 18 and up.
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Are There Any People Who
Shouldn?t Get The Vaccine?
Always consult your doctor if you
have medical concerns about receiving the shot. According to the
CDC, individuals who commonly
have bad reactions to vaccines
should NOT get the Covid vaccine.
Was Testing of The Vaccine
Rushed?
NO, neither the testing or production process of any of the vaccines
were rushed. Although the vaccines
were produced in record speed, all
normal procedures were carefully
followed. Advancements in science
and technology allowed the vaccine
to be produced and tested quickly,
not sloppiness.
Should I Get The Vaccine?
YES
General Info Relevant To HCS
Students
-

When Will Younger Children Be
Able to Get The Shot?
The Pfizer vaccine is currently undergoing clinical trials with age
groups younger than 12, and is
likely to be approved for that demographic by the end of the year.
How Long Does Resistance From
The Vaccine Last?

-

of vaccination! As of now,
any family wishing to attend
the graduation ceremony
must be able to prove they
are vaccinated.
For any HCS students ages
12 and up looking to get the
vaccine, all of the nearby
Walgreens within a 22 mile
radius currently have Pfizer
in stock! Additionally, the
CVS in Manlius and the
New York State Fair
Grounds in Syracuse have
Pfizer doses. All of these
vaccines welcome walk-ins!

-

If you are a senior, there is a
very good chance your college will require you to get a
vaccine. Make sure to check
the requirements of your
college/university and plan
accordingly!
If you are a senior who is
planning to invite family
and friends to graduation,
make sure they have proof

This is currently unknown, but scientists and medical researchers are
working hard to find an answer.
How much does getting
the vaccine cost?
No matter what shot you
choose, it will be completely free!

(Vaccine map for finding vaccines near you. https://www.vaccines.gov/search/ )
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Last MinutePromIdeas
By Dora Ammerman
Shopping for all things Prom-related
can be difficult last minute, so
here?s a local guide for those who
forgot about the dance in a couple of
weeks!
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variety of colors and sizes available
and you can reach the Floral shop at
their website: myfloralplace.com
Or, you may choose to visit in person at Price Chopper 1021 Madison
St, Hamilton, NY 13346

Prom Dresses
For those desperate to find a dress,
Cinderella?s Closet is here to help.
At Cinderella?s Closet, you can have
your pick of numerous beautiful
gowns for free. Rentals are available
and you can call 315-925-5958 to
make an appointment over the
weekend. The address is 7433
Hamilton Rd, Hamilton, NY 13346.

(Above is a picture of Rusch's Bar &
Grill downtown)

(Pictured above is an arranged bouquet from Price Chopper's floral
section)
Restaur ant Reser vations
For those wondering where to eat on
the date, here?s a list of places to call
in and around town
-

-

-

-

(Pictured above is an ad for Cinderella's Closet)

-

Boutonniere and Cor sage
If you?re looking for some pretty
flowers to go with your outfits, preorder a corsage or boutonniere at
Price Chopper Floral. There are a

-

Hamilton Inn: 315-2282125, 4480 E Lake Rd,
Hamilton, NY 13346
Colgate Inn: 315-824-2300,
1 Payne St, Hamilton, NY
13346
Rusch?s Bar & Grill: 315228-2122, 22 Lebanon St,
Hamilton, NY 13346
Seven Oaks Clubhouse
Restaurant: 315-824-4420,
73 Payne St, Hamilton, NY
13346

Royal India Grill: 315825-3555, 6 Broad St,
Hamilton, NY 13346
Good Nature Farm Brewery: 315-824-2377, 1727
NY-12B, Hamilton, NY
13346

Make sure to purchase tickets today.
You can purchase them by getting in
touch with Brooke Speer either in person or online. Remember to sign up
your group at the main office as well
(10 people max!)

The Prom Student Contract 2021, is
also due by the end of the day so be
sure to have your parents sign it before
planning further.
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MusicThemed
Crossword
By Ben Pollock
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Answer Key On Next Page
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Senior Spotlight: Ryan
Rutledge
By Ella Kenyon

Ryan Rutledge was born on January
19th, 2003 to parents Kristen and
Tom Rutledge. A proud Emerald
Knight, Ryan has attended HCS for
all 13 years, from K-12. Ryan is
also a multi-sport athlete, participating in varsity basketball, and
varsity golf. On top of that he participates in SADD, captains council,
and mathletics.
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Class: Histor y with Hanson
Number: 15
Game: Drink: Bluer asber r y Body
Ar mor
Questions:
If you could bring one thing to a
deserted island what would it be?
A cow
What is your biggest Pet Peeve?
People chewing with their mouths
open
If you could talk to any person from
history, who would it be?
M icheal Jor dan

Favorites Movie: Cars
TV show: SpongeBob Suarepants
Character: Greg Heffley
Book: Diar y of a Wimpy K id

If you had three wishes from a genie, what would they be?
1. M ore wishes
2. To be happy
3. Unlimited money

Song: ?K iss You? One Direction

If you could travel anywhere in the
world where would it be?

Place: The Hunts game room
Condiment: Honey M ustar d

Cossitt Concrete

Season: Summer
Color: Or ange

If you could have one superpower
what would it be?

Sport: Basketball

To fly

Instrument: Saxophone
Music Artist/Band: Queen

What do you prefer?

Actor: Will Fer rell

Dogs or Cats - Dogs

Ice Cream:
Peanutbutter /Chocolatte

Netflix or YouTube -YouTube

Phrase: " Ahh I don't know"
Store: Bass Pro Shop
Website: www.ESPN.com
Article of Clothing: Athletic shor ts
Holiday: Four th of July

Nike or Adidas - Nike
Slices or Oliveri?s - Slices
Coke or Pepsi - Coke

Passenger or driver - Passenger
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Ghost of Tsushima
GameReview
By Ben Coddington
What would be more important to
you? Your reputation and pride or
saving others? That is the primary
internal conflict Jin Sakai, the protagonist and playable character of
studio Sucker Punch?s latest openworld, single-player, samurai game,
Ghost of Tsushima, faces.
The game takes place during the
1274 Mongol invasion of Japan on
the island of Tsushima. Jin, who is
an honorable samurai and last surviving member of Clan Sakai, is
preparing for battle under the leadership of Lord Shimura, Jin?s uncle,
against the invading Mongol army.
After the battle takes a turn for the
worse, and all of the island?s samurai are either dead or missing, Jin
begins to realize that the honorable,
yet limiting ways of the samurai
code will not be enough to drive out
the Mongols and save his homeland.
Where the game truly shines is with
its combat systems. The game supports two different play styles. The
first being the head-on attack approach as an honorable samurai
would do it and the second being
the stealthy approach as you embrace the vigilante persona locals
have coined ?the Ghost.? If you
chose the former you are in luck
because Sucker Punch has managed
to craft one of the most free-flowing
and immersive sword fighting systems I have ever seen in a game.
One of my favorite mechanics of
this play-style is the ?Standoff?
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mode in which you wait for your
opponent to attack and then slice
through them with precision in glorious slow-mo. The stealthy playstyle on the other hand is not anything necessarily unique or special,
despite it clearly being the main focus of the game?s story, however, if
you have played any Assassin?s
Creed games before, it is similar to
that.

sonally, were my absolute favorite
parts of the game, the environment
and art direction. The game certainly does not look better graphically than recent games such as Red
Dead Redemption 2 and The Last of
Us Part 2, but when it comes to the
popping colors of the Tsushima
landscape and the sheer amount of
particles on screen at one time,
Ghost of Tsushima takes the cake.

The main focus here, however, is
the story and I am glad to say that I
believe it was paced incredibly well.
I found Jin?s journey from being a
respected and renowned samurai
warrior to a vigilante ?Ghost? and
outcast really interesting. The game
also does a great job of introducing
new characters and then making
you care about them, from Yuna, a
former thief who will do whatever it
takes to save her brother from the
Mongols, to even your horse. This
is due in part to the stellar voiceacting performances from the entire
ensemble, however, the performance capture on the character
models does not always do them
justice.

Ghost of Tsushima is one of the best
games of recent years. The game is
around 30-40+ hours, so it is a bit
on the longer side, but I never felt
as though it overstayed its welcome.
As it is a fairly new game, it is currently listed at full price, $59.99 on
the PlayStation Store, but it is on
sale often. Despite having average
stealth, mediocre performance capture, and a few bugs here and there,
that is all outshined by everything
else. If you are looking for a game
with a great story, soundtrack, environments, and combat, then this is
definitely one for you. The Emerald
Press official score for Ghost of
Tsushima is 9.5/10.

Jin Sakai (Above)

Additionally, the soundtrack composed by Shigeru Umebayashi and
Ilan Eshkeriis is phenomenal. It got
the setting completely right and
made me feel like I was really in
feudal Japan. The soundtrack also
serves to enhance what for me per-
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CRecipe: TheEggs
Benedict
By Henry Crespi

Ingredients:
8 Pieces of bacon
4 Eggs
2 Teaspoons rice vinegar
2 English muffins
1 Stick of butter
Sauce:
10 Tbsps of unsalted butter
3 Egg yolks
½ Tsp of salt
1 Tbsp of lemon juice
A dash of Tabasco
Procedure:
Heat your stove to a medium low
heat and place a large skillet on it.
After heating up for a bit, add
your bacon stips to slowly fry.
Make sure to flip the pieces to get
an even brown on both sides.
Once browned, remove the bacon
from the skillet using tongs and
set them on a paper towel to drain
excess fat. (Make sure to pour the
excess bacon fat in the skillet into
a jar for later use!)
Begin making the sauce. Melt
your 10 tbsp of unsalted butter.
Add your 3 egg yolks, a tbsp of
lemon juice, and ½ teaspoon of
salt in the blender. Blend on
medium high speed for 20-30
seconds, until the eggs lighten in
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color. Open up the blender and
drizzle in the melted butter
slowly, blend on the lowest
setting. Make sure to periodically
taste and add the desired amount
of lemon juice and salt to your
taste. Pour into a heat safe
container and leave on a warm
stovetop.
Fill a small to medium sized pot
with water and bring to a simmer.
Get your eggs and then whisk the
water into a nice swirl. Crack one
egg in and then scoop out once
it?s cooked. Repeat this process
for each egg and gently leave
them on a flat plate to the side.
Get your English muffins and
toast while you poach the eggs.
Butter one side of the English
muffin, put your 2 slices of bacon,
then add your poached egg on top,
and then gently place your egg on
the bacon . Pour your sauce over
it and serve.
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OddlySpecificHoroscope: May21st
By Brice Sharp-Ballinger
Aries:
Considering buying an ice cream
cone today? Maybe reconsider, odds
are that today is not your day to do
so. Unless you want to drop it on the
ground, ruining the remainder of
your day.
Taurus:
Read a book outside today, when
you reach the end of your chapter
you will be met by a monarch butterfly.
Gemini:
You will have to exhibit some selfcontrol today? It may seem tempting to go for that candy bar and soda
but later in the day it will come back
to bite you. It will be very difficult
to concentrate on doing your homework later with a stomach ache.
Cancer:
Today you will be extra lucky.
While it might not be advisable to
go to Turning Stone or buy a lottery
ticket, something good will happen!
You may find a dollar on the ground
when you are out for a walk, or get
an extra nugget in your 20-piece.
Leo:
Today is a great day to relax, when
you get home from school take some
time to sit back and watch some TV
or read a book, you?ve earned it!
Virgo:
You will have a rough morning, you
may stub your toe or fall down the
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stairs which will put you in a foul
mood, but in the afternoon you will
be revitalized. Whether it?s from a
compliment or getting a good grade
on your test, struggling through the
morning will be rewarded.
Libra:
Your intuition will be incredible today. If you have to guess on a test,
odds are your gut is correct. Go with
whichever answer feels best.

slightly above what you would consider to be average.

EPBlast fromthePast:
TimmyMansfield
By Henry Crespi

Scorpio:
Double check that your shoes are
tied tightly if you plan on playing
any sports today. If you don?t, you
will trip and get a scraped knee.
Sagittarius:
Be careful picking heavy things up
today, make sure that you aren?t
putting the weight on your back as
your chances are significantly higher
that you?ll throw out your back if
you try to move anything today.

How were you involved with EP?
The peanut clan and I ran it last
year. I wrote a little and helped with
placing the articles.
Why did you join EP?
We decided to do the EP to keep the
tradition alive after Tarik and Ryan
brought it back (I forget if anyone
else did it before us)

Capricorn:

What did you think of your time in
EP as a whole?

Wow, if you are a Capricorn, buckle
your seatbelt! Prepare for an extraordinary day, you will be met with a
delicious breakfast followed by a
sunny walk to school.

It was pretty fun doing the EP and
I'm glad I did it. I think colleges
thought I was a beast at newspaper
stuff because I wrote co editor in
chief on my application.

Aquarius:

Favorite memory from EP?

Are you feeling lucky, well that?s
great! Today is your day to take a
risk, try eating incredible amounts of
junk food, there?s a decent chance
that you will face no immediate
repercussions.

Putting subliminal messages in articles. Also finding royalty free images to put in the Schindza

Pisces:

Split up work and find a software
better than Lucidpress if you can.

Are you prepared to face the day?
Good! Today will be your day, while
it might not be the best you?ve ever
had, everything you do will be

What?s one piece of advice you
would tell new members of EP for
next year?
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CollegePenPal:
Wil Eberhardt
By Brice Sharp-Ballinger
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?I got involved with the Real Estate
Club, Spectrum, The Elon News
Network, and a political organization. However, Covid made it hard
to really get involved in some of
them.?

Wil is a freshman attending Elon
University located in Elon, North
Carolina. As an Emerald Knight Wil
was a proud member of the Peanut
Clan, always going on incredible
adventures and getting grossed out
by Addison Schoonmaker. He was a
long-time member of Masquers,
participating from 6th grade until he
graduated. Additionally, he was a
member of the HCS Tennis team in
2018 and 2019. At Elon, Wil is living his life to the fullest, successfully avoiding catching Covid-19
and still managing to spend time
with his friends.

What is your dorm like?

What?s your best experience at college so far?

?My roommate fell on my nightstand and broke it when he came
back late one night. That really
grinded my freaking gears. But
though there was definitely a list of
some things that bothered me, he
was a fun roommate to have.?

?One of my favorite experiences at
college so far has been meeting so
many people from different places
around the country and the world.
They all have such unique stories
and life experiences that I love to
hear about. For example, one of my
best friends lives year round on an
island and graduated with a class of
14... and I thought Hamilton was
small.?
What?s your worst experience?
?I was put into quarantine twice. I
spent a total of 28 days in a small
hotel room where I was only allowed to be outside for 15 minutes a
day.
Note: I never even had the rona.?
What clubs are you involved in?

?My dorm was pretty rough. It was
the only all male dorm on campus
which really tells you everything
you need to know. It was hella dirty,
always loud, and the hall bathrooms
looked straight out of one of my
nightmares. But it really pushed me
out of my comfort zone and I
couldn?t be happier that I lived
there. I also met some really awesome guys through Smith (the dorm
I lived in).?
What?s your biggest pet peeve with
your roommate?

What?s your favorite food to get at
the dining hall?
?One of our dining halls, McEwen,
had some of the most bomb ass
chocolate chip cookies I?ve ever
had. Already miss them.?
What do you miss most about
Hamilton Central School?
?EVERYONE! I miss all of the students, staff and especially teachers
SO much. I realized that not all high
schools have such a tight knit community like Hamilton, so I definitely
miss that.?

What are you most looking forward
to in your upcoming year?
?I?m really looking forward to experiencing a full year of college
where Covid is not on the forefront
of everyone?s mind. I?m banking on
a hopefully ?normal? sophomore
year.?
What advice do you have for
Hamilton students applying to college?
?Don?t sweat the small stuff. If you
don?t do well on a test or paper, you
shouldn?t dwell on it. One or two
grades won?t be the deciding factor
on if you get into your dream college or not. But don?t slack off!?
What?s the weirdest experience you
have had?
?My friends and I went to the beach
for a week towards the end of the
year. When we were there, we went
to a really weird dive bar that had
old toilets with plants in them as
decoration. The people were so
strange but we still had a really fun
time.?
What?s your favorite class so far?
?I took a class called "The Global
Experience," where we spent half
the semester learning about different
biases, then the other half talking
about Afghanistan. It was such an
informative class, and my professor
was literally the best.?
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Tier List of t he Week
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A Prom, Graduation, June Jam??, College Decisions
B A Quiet Place Part II, Black Widow Movie, Spring Sports
C Gym Softball, No cool new memes, Summer job search
D Understanding math, Youtube Apology videos
, Valentine's Day

E Prom planning, Bill Gates scandal, Cryptocurrency
F

AP Exams, SAT?s, 4th Quarter grades

The Emer ald Pr ess
Please let us or Ms.
Jer ome k now if you
would like t o w r it e for
t he EP next year ! We
ar e always look ing for
new r epor t er s!
-The EP

Lunch Menu and Color ing
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Coloring:
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"Cheats"

"52 Card Pickup"

"Gin Rummy"

~ Ahmir Kennedy

~ John Hughes

~ Emily Holm

What is t he best
car d game?
By Ben Coddington

"Magic the Gathering"

"Throwing them."

~Ben Pollock

~ Henry Crespi

"Rummy"

"Egyptian Rat Screws"

"Black Jack"

~ Lauren Rodriguez

~ Ella Kenyon

~ Blaine Hughes

